
FACUNDO BATISTA
FORWARD



DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME FACUNDO AGUSTÍN

DATE OF BIRTH 16/01/1999

NATIONALITY URUGUAYAN

CLUB DVO MALDONADO

POSITION

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

FORWARD

1.82CM

73KG

RIGHT FOOTED

LAST NAME BATISTA OCHOA
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

FINISHING TECHNIQUE

Batista is a player with an
extraordinary shooting on target
technique. He is able to turn into
goal a tough scoring chance. Both
out of the box and driving the ball to
end up in front of the goalkeeper, he
finds out a chance to score. 

PLAY INTO THE BOX

He moves into the box well. His
movements in behind the defenders
are a key aspect on his play. He
knows how to get away from his
marker well, managing the tempo of
play and top speed in small-sided
spaces.

GOAL CHANCES

He creates scoring chances from a
helpess action. His biotype allows
him to turn around himself, take a
shot from different heights and
create a chance that was initially
hard to get value from. He also does
it when being outnumbered. 



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

AERIAL PLAY

He jumps high, either at the final
third to put teammates in play or at
the box to conect lateral crosses.
Also, due to his good aerial play, he
is used for defensive set pieces in
order to clearance the ball.  

POTENCY AND SPEED

He is a strong, powerfull and fast
forward. He demostrates it with all
the defensive duels he powerfully
wins. He goes for the ground
challenges well, getting advantages
in open spaces due to his speed and
in small-sided ones since his
acceleration is great.

POSTING

He knows how to play with his back
to the goal. Actually, this is one of
his main skills. He stretches his arms
to hold the rival and gets time to
pass to his teammates who are
directly coming to him. He is a key
player for the direct play in order to
put his team in the rival's half quick. 



SOCIAL MEDIA

@FACU.BATISTA09

https://www.instagram.com/facu.batista09/?hl=es

